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EXCHANGE BLOG
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Global

Business and Human Rights: Energy
and extractives in a changing
landscape of new generation trade
agreements protecting and promoting
both trade and human rights
Rambod Behboodi and Mael Clerc

A new generation of trade agreements is emphasizing human
rights, creating opportunities for early movers that embrace these
policies. More »

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, INTERNATIONAL TRADE, LITIGATION

Global
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Marcella Burke to Speak at
Petroleum Economist Event

When: May 27, 2021

More Information »

IN THE NEWS

Fernando Rodriguez-Cortina
discusses the impact of Mexico’s
senate approving a new
hydrocarbons bill aimed at tackling
fuel theft and corruption on energy
reforms More »

Rich Fields comments on
BlackRock's increased support for
shareholder-led environmental,
social and governance
proposals More »

Stephen O'Neal and Kent Lindsay
counsel Chevron on its request to
a California federal court to confirm
a $49.2M award against an
Australian contractor More »

K&S advises Blackstone on its
partnership with Strata Solar to
finance a solar project More »

K&S advises a Mongolian state
agency and two state-owned
mining companies in a civil suit
against Sukhbaatar Batbold,
Mongolia’s prime minister from
2009 to 2012 More »

King & Spalding Power Transaction
Earns Deal of Year Honors from

National Contact Points in OECD
Countries Promote Business &
Human Rights in the Extractives
Sector
Viren Mascarenhas, Ben Emmerson QC, Douglass Cassel, and
Scott Hiers

The OECD’s National Contact Point program empowers countries
to develop mechanisms to resolve complaints that a company’s
conduct violates OECD’s Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.
Complainants, companies, and countries are increasingly paying
more attention to the NCP program, which celebrated its 20-year
anniversary in 2020. More »

ENVIRONMENTAL, REGULATORY

Renewable Energy - Global

The Potential of Wave Power
Marcella Burke and Evelina Petraviciute

Wave power is a type of hydroelectric power that relies on the
capture of energy held by ocean waves. Like wind and solar power,
wave power has the potential to be a valuable part of the energy
transition. More »

ENVIRONMENTAL, REGULATORY, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

U.S./Canada

Environmental Justice Rises to the
Forefront of EPA Policy
Michael R. Leslie, Marcella Burke, Granta Nakayama

Regulated companies and municipalities should expect increased
scrutiny of new and existing facilities; a focus on environmental
justice in permitting, regulation and enforcement; a stronger voice
from citizen groups and the environmental justice community; and a
shift in emphasis to clean energy, climate change, union jobs and
environmental justice under the Biden Administration. More »
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Proximo and Project Finance
International More »
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View Profile »
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